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Technical Progress Report

The principal investigator has devoted 25% of his time to the'
  project to date.  He will continue at the same percentage for the remainder

of the current term.

*****

It was previously proposed that the electron transfer properties

of vitamin A and several of its analogs be investigated more thoroughly.

We have carried out several phases of this at the present time.

Our past work showed that we could obtain a photo-reaction

between either vitamin A aldehyde or alcohol and a group of nitroxide spin

labels incorporating  a five membered ring--the oxlyazolidine  ring.      The

action spectrum of the effect mirrored the absorption spectrum of the
t

vitamin A derivative.

The rate expression for the reaction
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can be expressed as

Iketone      1  *d(N - 0) k l
1 [Spin Label]laldehyde Jdt

Fketone  1 *where 1 I is the concentration of excited ketone or aldehyde.L aldehyde J
This quantity is a function of light absorbed while the rate constant  k

is a function of the nature of the Donor-Acceptor pair we are examining.

With. a constant flux of photons incident on the sample, the rate
.

of   N-0 destruction will increase with increasing B o r spin label.  We

find, consistent with the above rate expression, that an upper limiting
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rate is met as the B-ionone concentration increases (see Fig. 1.).  This

is the point at which essentially all of the photons are absorbed and
i

further increase in concentration only results in an insignificant

increase in photon absorption.  In other words, .the incident of flux pro-

vides an upper limit to the rate with regards to both:reactants.

The photoinduced electron transfer with a nitroxide label seems

to be a property of ketones and aldehydes in general.  Numerous ketones

and aldehydes are capable of a qualitatively similar reaction.  Molecules

not containing an oxygen, e.g. naphthalene, are not capable of the photo-

reaction.

Upon closer examination of the B-ionone nitroxide system we find

that other nitroxides besides the five membered oxlyazolidine react.  The

difference is a matter of rates, i.e. the magnitude of the rate constant

k in the above expression.

Further, we find that in some cases an initial rise in the nitroxide

label signal followed by the decrease is observed (see Fig. 2.).  This is an

interesting finding since it suggests the following sequence.
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Figure 1.  The variation in nitroxide label signal height when photolyzed with          ·t
various concentrations of B-ionone present;  a) .246 M,  b) .123 M,  c) .0615 M,
d) .031M.
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Figure 2.  The variation in nitroxide label signal height during photolysis with
8-ionone present and showing the effect of dissolved oxygen.  I.  Oxygen admitted
and photolysis repeated. II.  Oxygen again admitted and photolysis repeated.
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We have evidence that dissolved oxygen causes the formation

of precursor since in degassed samples we do not see the initial rise.

Further, the addition of air at any stage of the photoreaction will pro-

duce precursor and the ESR signal will increase on irradiation of the

sample as illustrated in Fig. 2.

If the label is completely photoreduced and no ESR signal is

obtained, it appears that 02 has no effect.  Thus 02 appears to react

with the radical label only.

What is important about the foregoing work with regard to the

vision process is that retinal can be involved in a photoinduced or elec-

tron transfer.  This is evident from either step in the proposed reaction

with the nitroxide labels.  What is unique about the use of nitroxide

labels is that we are able to detect the one electron product formed

(at least from the first step).  Our casual observation (which must be

followed by more accurate measurements) is that the quantum efficiency of

the  process  is not insignificant.     Thus this reaction  must· be considered

when a suitable electron donor is present along with retinal.  Future work

will be aimed at a measurement of the action spectra of the la4el decrease

- in a collection of labe»d rod-outer segments to see if this effect indeed '
-

takes place with rhodopsin or merely with released retinal (or its Schiff

base).

In the former case the electron transfer might be involved in

increasing the efficiency of isomerization of the chromophore found  in the

rhodopsin unit. In the latter case this may be one of the mechanisms

contributing to a re-isomerization of the all-trans chromophore back to

4.,0.. the 11-cis variety.
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Numerous attempts to observe the cation radical of retinal

or B-ionone failed. These involved ESR measurements of

a)  TiC13'H202 oxidized B-ionone

b)  Electrolytically oxidized B-ionone or retinal

c)  Photolyzed B-ionone - spin label mixture.

We conclude that we have not found the right condition (low temperatures

were tried) or·that under most circumstances the cation radical either

disproportionates rapidly or reacts rapidly.
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